Demonstration
TOUCH ONE TOUCH ALL!
#justiceformbobda

25.05.19  12 AM

UKE
Martinistraße 52
(Building W37)

Racist murder of an African student at the University Hospital Hamburg UKE

On 21.04.2019 Brother/ Mr. Tonou Mbobda was killed as a result of a racist, inhuman and brutal assault by the „security“ forces of the UKE. Consequently, the Black Community requests that Hamburg residents participate in a nationwide demonstration on May 25th, commemorating the day of the Liberation of Africa.

We demand a full investigation, justice and accountability!

MORE INFORMATION:
black_community_hamburg@riseup.net
www.blackcommunityhamburg.blackblogs.org
Sister Oloruntoyin +49157 8550 8102 / Brother Kwame +49176 3807 2357 / Brother Diogni +49176 2310 2006

Demo Route: UKE - Hoheluftchaussee - Uni Hamburg - Dammtor - Gänsemarkt - Rathaus
The Day of the Liberation of Africa is celebrated annually in much of Africa and the African Diaspora, and is an expression of our ongoing quest for unity, freedom and self-determination.

The BLACK COMMUNITY HAMBURG appeals to all black and solidary people to present a strong, civic stance against racism and exclusion, heteronomy and oppression, exploitation and oppression and the global destruction of our nature, culture and the environment.

On April 21, 2019, our brother Mr. Tonou-Mbobda was killed as the result of a racist, brutal and inhuman assault by „security“ forces of the University Hospital Hamburg-Eppendorf (UKE). The murder is not racist „only“ because a black person was violently killed by white power structures, but also because of the manner in which the hospital responsible for this atrocity tries to justify itself at the expense of the deceased. That is why we are demonstrating on the day of the liberation of Africa in honor of our brother Mr. Tonou-Mbobda.

- Against the systematic racist oppression at all levels in this society.
- Against the stigmatization and forced treatment of mentally distressed people.
- Against the unwillingness to clarify racist crimes and the lack of punishment for the perpetrators.